
Pull-Off Great Outdoor Marketing 

With These Types of Umbrella 
Nowadays, the marketing strategies of various multinational organisations utilise promotional 

products as a key medium in advertising due to their cost effectiveness and impact on the end 

consumer. Business corporations can experience hassle free advertising and select any product 

in accordance with the ultimate purpose of their business plans. 

The major concern that bothers business ventures is visibility and the utmost need to maintain 

and promote the recognition of their brand, regardless of the market conditions. Considering 

this aim, there is no better choice than customised promotional umbrellas branded with the 

logo of your company. 

Customised Umbrellas Have Gained Edge 

In spite of the availability of numerous advertising tools, imprinted and customised promotional 

umbrellas have an edge over other instruments due to their feasibility. Regardless of the 

weather conditions, they are used in difficult weather conditions or for protection against the 

sun. The durability of brollies make it an ideal choice as it will be used again and again as long 

as it serves its purpose. The level of extensive exposure and effortless brand recognition 

provided by promotional umbrellas is highly commendable. As a result, your brand will create an 

ever lasting impression on your target audience. 

You will be impressed by the distinctive feature of these customised promotional brollies, which 

is evident from their large printing space. The intended message that your brand aims to convey 

will be communicated effectively in the form of corporate taglines or logos on these umbrellas. 

Eventually, your brand will catch the attention of onlookers and general audience, whenever it is 

used by the recipient. 

Use for Promotional Purposes 

The use of customised promotional umbrellas for the purpose of marketing is growing rapidly, 

especially due to effective options that are at the disposal of business organisations. As it is 

quite evident that brollies can elevate the branding power of your company, therefore we 

should now evaluate the extent to which these umbrellas can be utilised by your organisation to 

attain maximum practical advantage. 

To assist you in pulling off a successful marketing campaign and outdoor promotion, let’s have a 

look at different types of umbrellas. 

1. Golf Umbrellas 



There are over 2000 golf courses in the UK, which clearly implies that golf is a popular sports in 

the UK. Giving out promotional golf umbrellas at various outdoor activities can play a vital role 

in uplifting the name of your brand. Enhance prominence and visibility is guaranteed by these 

umbrellas at golf events due to their sturdiness, therefore if your corporate calendar has some 

outdoor activities lined up, do not miss out a golf tournament.  

Most importantly, do not forget incorporating promotional golf umbrellas at these events as 

these products will help your brand to grow and prosper. So what you are waiting for? Search 

for reputed manufacturers and suppliers of customised promotional umbrellas, whether it be 

windproof lightweight double vented sports golf umbrellas, double canopy golf umbrellas, or 

golf umbrellas with flag pattern. Make your brand outshine as it is your responsibility to ensure 

that your business is not dominated by your competitors. 

2. Mini Umbrellas 

Are you in search for something that is handy and light? Then what are you waiting for? 

Immediately grab your hands on the promotional mini umbrellas. If you are on the go, then 

these brollies should be your choice as they can fit in your briefcase, handbag, and even your 

pocket. 

Mini promotional umbrellas are the perfect choice for all corporate junkies, who find it difficult 

to carry a large umbrella, especially in their formal attire. For all those business ventures, whose 

target audience mainly comprise of such individuals should grab their hands on mini umbrellas 

as a promo giveaway. 

These brollies are considered as the one of the top choices among prospective clients due to 

their automatic open mechanism and unisex design. Due to the ease offered by these umbrellas, 

your brand obtain unlimited exposure and recognition. 

Are you worried about the fact that their reduced size also affects their quality? This is not the 

case as these umbrellas are also manufactured with enhanced durability and sturdiness that you 

find in large promotional brollies. 

3. Fashion Umbrellas 

When the sun shines the brightest or when the rain hits the ground, fashion umbrellas will surely 

come in handy. They are indeed a perfect giveaway for your valuable staffs, loyal customers, or 

corporate clients due to their superior durability and reliability. 

In the list of different types of umbrellas, fashion umbrellas are the most common and popular 

giveaway by business corporations. They are highly preferred by different ventures and are 

highlighted as the perfect corporate gift due to the visibility they offer. 

In case this may be too confusing, let us take it this way. Imagine your respective client or their 

family members make use of your promotional fashion umbrella in public area. Once they open 



the umbrella with the logo of your company clearly imprinted, even standing idle at one spot 

will do the necessary marketing itself. This is guaranteed due to the visibility of the logo or the 

tagline of your brand to the general public. 

This exquisite product has a class of its own as its storm proof qualities not only provide 

protection from the rain, but also conveys the message that yes we care! 

Invest in Customised Umbrellas by Hfbrolly 

Are you eager to stay ahead of your rivals and eliminate all the competition in the market? If yes, 

then what are you waiting for? Hurry up and invest in these customised promotional umbrellas 

that are offered by Hfbrolly. 

Hfbrolly is a reputed manufacturer and supplier of brollies in the UK and is popular for its broad 

spectrum of customised promotional umbrellas, helping you to pull-off great outdoor marketing 

that no one else can. Our extensive range of high quality umbrellas guarantee in boosting the 

presence of your brand and ensure that your target audience is well aware about you. 

 

 


